theatersimple.org

IN THEATER
OUT OF THE BOX
AROUND THE WORLD
“Ever-ingenious... intriguingly ambitious, physical, and brainy.”
– Edmonton Journal

In over two decades of creating and touring, internationally acclaimed theater simple has built six theaters, and created over 50 productions on 3 continents.

WE BUILD FROM THE IMAGINATION UP

IN THEATER

THE MASTER AND MARGARITA
An SRO award-winning hit around the world, this riff on Bulgakov’s Russian fantasia returns with live music and a satirically sharpened political eye.
“Pure theatrical poetry.” – Georgia Straight
“One of the Great Theater Events of the Decade.” – The Stranger

THE FEVER  by Wallace Shawn
★★★★★ “The most skillful, deeply ruminative piece you’ll see... exhilarating- scintillating -thought-provoking”

MYTH UNDERSTANDINGS
A madcap mash-up of fairy tales with a peek at their variations and origins. All Ages.

SITE-SPECIFIC / OUT OF THE BOX

The Adventures of OWL & PUSSYCAT
Discover an unknown history in this haiku-driven, hilarious escapade for public spaces.

An interactive layer-cake of a park adventure, complete with dance party and cookies.

“theater simple offers Fringe at it’s most superlative and sophisticated. Uncompromising direction, superb acting and an unwavering vision.”
– The Sunday Mail (Australia)

“The real triumph is the way theater simple translates wildly ambitious poetry into a theatrical vocabulary... extraordinary work.”
– The Georgia Straight (Canada)

TRAILER TALES
Weekend Safari
A family reunion with the audience set in and around a 1962 Airstream Safari trailer

PARK BENCH
Tell us your thoughts – we’ll tell the world. An interactive interview outpost, broadcast to the world.

“theater simple... pulls off the idea that a dazzling show looks spare because it’s supposed to. ” – Seattle Weekly
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